
Oracle

Oracle is a cloud technology company that provides organizations around the world with computing 
infrastructure and software to help them innovate, unlock efficiencies and become more effective. 
We also created the world’s first – and only – autonomous database to help organize and secure our 
customers’ data. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers higher performance, security, and cost savings. 
It is designed so businesses can move workloads easily from on-premises systems to the cloud, and 
between cloud and on-premises and other clouds. 

Oracle Cloud applications provide business leaders with modern applications that help them 
innovate, attain sustainable growth, and become more resilient. The work we do is not only 
transforming the world of business--it’s helping defend governments, and advance scientific and 
medical research. From nonprofits to companies of all sizes, millions of people use our tools to 
streamline supply chains, make HR more human, quickly pivot to a new financial plan, and connect 
data and people around the world.

Functionality
Connectivity between Omada and Oracle enables organizations to: 

• Request Access Rights
• Provision and Deprovision Access
• Reconcile Accounts
• Review Access
• Perform Advanced Risk Scoring
• Classify Data 
• Initiate Emergency Lockout 

The Omada Configurable Connectivity offers:
• Template-driven connectivity for ease of implementation
• Flexible data model
• Adaptable and extensible data fields and attributes
• Choice of multiple authentication methods

A configurable connectivity approach provides an efficient, reliable and fast alternative that is better suited to the 
dynamic, hybrid IT environment where connectivity is a continuous activity. This connector for Omada and Oracle can 
be leveraged using Omada’s configurable connectivity framework, which supports standard connectors for SCIM, REST, 
OData, LDAP, PowerShell, .CSV, .NET, SQL, and SOAP.

Omada, a global market leader in Identity Governance and Administration (IGA), offers a full-featured, enterprise-grade, cloud native IGA solution that enables organizations 

to maximize efficiency, reduce risk, and meet compliance. requirements. Founded in 2000, Omada delivers innovative identity management to complex hybrid environments 

based on our leading technology, proven best practice process framework, and best-in-breed deployment approach.

For more information, go to omadaidentity.com
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